ART. I — Results of survey work carried out between the Shap and Askham Fells, Cumbria.
By V.E.TURNER, B.A., M.I.F.A., F.S.A. SCOT.
WO seasons of field survey were undertaken by the author in the fells of the North
West Lake District during nine weeks over the springs of 1984 and 1985. The
T
project was part of the Lake District National Park Survey of the Lancaster University
Archaeological Unit (formerly the Cumbria and Lancashire Archaeological Unit) and
was funded by grants from the Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission and the
Lake District Special Planning Board. I should like to thank the many landowners and
tenants who granted permission for the work to be carried out. I am grateful to those
who took part both in the field (Julia Cross, Frances Blore, Phil Howard, David Gale,
Ken Browell, Ian Mayes, Jane Page) and in the post-survey work programme (David
Gale, Ken Robinson, Ross Trench- Jellicoe, Brian Bentham and Alison Innes).

Methods
Selected areas were systematically field walked in order to locate features of
archaeological interest. Areas were chosen on the basis of height, slope and existing
knowledge. (See Fig. i) Askham Fell was excluded initially because RCHME plans
existed for the area,' although necessary subsequent revision has now been carried out.'
Survey was carried out with a theodolite and staff using resection and triangulation.
Results were processed on a programmable calculator and a portable Epson HX 20
computer. Mapping was at i : io,000. Descriptive detail was recorded on standard record
sheets for later incorporation into the Cumbria Sites and Monuments Record. Field
plans, archive drawings, and survey data are held by the Lancaster University
Archaeological Unit.

Locality
The area under investigation was bounded by Ullswater to the west, the M6 to the
east, Penrith to the north and Shap Blue Quarry to the south. Survey was restricted to
unenclosed fell, unimproved enclosed fell (Shap Blue Quarry) and parkland (Inscar and
Outscar) with the exception of the enclosed land west of Shapbeck Plantation. The
surveyed land lay between the i 8o m and 400 m contours and was not steeply sloping
other than the area to the west of Knipe Moor. Streams run generally northwards
through the area to join the River Eamont on the north-west edge of the Lake District. It
includes the artificial Haweswater Reservoir. That the creation of this may have covered
features of archaeological interest is suggested by the remains found at Burn Banks and
at Four Stones Hill, immediately to the north of it. The road pattern is broadly similar to
that of the watercourses, extending north from small settlements in the valleys.
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Results
(Plan numbers relate to the survey archive held by the Lancaster University
Archaeological Unit).
Approximately 150 monuments were mapped and recorded as 65 sites (Fig.2). Previously recorded sites such as the stone circle on Knipe Scar, and the two tumuli on
Inscar have not been re-surveyed, unless, as at White Raise, they have been proved to be
part of a larger, inadequately recorded complex.
Site z ( SMR 8128, centred NY 534140, plan 8) Bracken Howe. A group of seven round
cairns and six long cairns. All but one occur within a narrow band aligned north-south
down the slope, to the west of Tailbert Gill, which is also aligned north-south. The
orientation of the long cairns would appear to be random.
Site 2 (SMR 8143, centred NY 53001390, plan 9) Thiefstead. A cairnfield containing three
round cairns, nine long cairns, a small possible ring cairn, a bank and an A-shaped
enclosure is situated to the north of the summit of Thiefstead. Two of the cairns, one round
and one long, are larger than is usual for clearance cairns at 6.2 m and S.7 m x 8.3 m.
Site 3 (SMR 8220, centred NY 535138, plan 8) Blaze Hill South. A scattered cairnfield
containing four round cairns and three long cairns, and a semi-circular bank which may
have been the remains of an enclosure. A gap to the south-east may have been an
entrance.
Site 4 (SMR 8145, centred NY 52731385, plan 9) Starling Gill. A discontinuous length of
wall and an adjacent, but not parallel, sub-rectangular enclosure. The wall is well
defined, running across the contours. It is in six lengths, that to the south having a return
to the east at the north end, suggesting that there may have been an entrance at this
point; which is also where the sub-rectangular feature occurs.
Site S (SMR 8218, centred NY 537133, plan 6) White Raise. A diffuse group of cairns
situated on a relatively flat area of ground between two streams; twenty-three are round,
and sixteen long, ten of which are larger than usual for cairns attributed to field
clearance. Their diameters range from 5 m to 29.8 m and they are up to 0.9 m high. Two
of these are shown on the OS 1:10,000 map (1977). Eight linear features are visible,
situated towards the south and east of the area. Two of these remain as walls, one as a
lynchet and the other five as banks, one of which is L-shaped. Five of the linear features
are aligned approximately east-west, and are around to m long, but they form no other
observable pattern.
Site 6 (SMR 8331, centred NY 54451365, plan 7) Keld Gill. A curvilinear enclosure, a
possible ring cairn and a dubious cairn on either side of Keld Gill.
Site 7 (SMR 8321, centred NY 54301345, plan 7) Keld Gill. A sub-rectangular enclosure
situated on the edge of Keld Gill. A small sub-rectangular feature, apparently contemporary with the main enclosure, is built into the south-west corner. The north side of the
enclosure has started to collapse into the Gill.
Site 8 (SMR 8322, centred NY S40134, plan 7) Keld Gill. Two lengths of bank, one
being short and straight, the other curving and possibly partially fallen in to the stream,
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and a shelter. The shelter is shown on the OS 1:10,000 map (1977) and remains as a stone
structure two courses high. It is more substantial than the other two features which may
suggest a more recent date.
Site 9 (SMR 8149, centred NY 53251288, plan 4) Stone How. Two round cairns sit on

fairly flat ground below the summit of White Cap.

Site io (SMR 8285, centred NY 53611264, plan 4) Little Ladstones. A sub-rectangular

structure with a wall protruding to the north-west lies to the south of a series of walls
which may have formed an elaborate sheep enclosure and bield, or may comprise the
remains of a roughly semicircular enclosure. Two sub-rectangular features are attached
to the east side. That to the north is three sided, whilst that to the south is complete and
has an internal partition. The enclosure, open to the west, is adjacent to the foot of a
large rock outcrop.

Site II (SMR 8319, centred NY S42128, plan 5) Mirk Gill. A sub-circular enclosure or a

large hut-circle situated adjacent to a modern bield lying just above the confluence of
Mirk Gill with Peathill Gill.

Site 12 (SMR 8288, centred NY 54541234, plan 3) Stackhouse Brow. A segment of a

possible hut-circle, which has been cut by a modern track, is situated on the edge of the
enclosed fell. There are no other archaeological features evident nearby. The surrounding
area is much wetter than that occupied by this site.

Site 13 (SMR 8142, centred NY 53251375, plan 9) Thiefstead. Two long cairns, a round

cairn, a ring cairn or hut-circle and an ill defined L-shaped enclosure. A small length of
bank lies to the north.

Site 14 (SMR 8219, centred NY 53751385, plan 6) Whiteraise. Eighteen round cairns,

five long cairns, one hut-circle, the remains of an L-shaped enclosure and two lengths of
wall situated to the north of a natural hillock.
Site IS (SMR 8337, centred NY 48571602, plan 1o) Mile Crags. Two enclosures, one
sub-rectangular, the other sub-circular and a curving length of bank. The enclosures are
both well defined but have no visible entrances; the bank survives less well. It may have
originally formed part of an enclosure similar to the sub-circular one. The site is situated
on a platform of flat ground in a steeply sloping area.

Site 16 (SMR 8361, centred NY 48821612, plan to) Mile Crags. Two round cairns

and a length of bank, situated on a natural platform of flat ground in a steeply sloping
area.

Site 17 (SMR 8362, centred NY 48951620, plan

10) Fourstones Hill. A large curvilinear
enclosure with five associated cairns and two lengths of bank, situated on an area of flat
land, steeply sloping on three sides. Four of the cairns and one length of bank occur
within the enclosure.

Site 18 (SMR 8363, centred NY 49431663, plan

12) Little Birkhouse Hill. Six cairns,
four round and two long, situated on the north-east facing slope of a hill, just above wet
ground. The band of cairns is aligned down the slope.
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Site z9 (SMR 8364, centred NY 49741650, plan 12) Burnbanks. Two cairns in close
proximity, one well defined, but disturbed in the centre; the other being in poor
condition. The site lies in a dip at the summit of Pinnacle Howe.
Site 20 (SMR 8365, centred NY 49381632, plan 12) Burnbanks. A cairnfield of eleven
cairns and one sub-circular enclosure or hut-circle, tightly clustered to the south-west of
Little Birkhouse Hill. The enclosure has no apparent entrance.
Site 21 (SMR 8366, NY 492163, plan io) Fourstones Hill. An irregular enclosure, a large
cairn and two standing stones, situated to the north of the summit of Fourstones Hill.
The cairn is 15 m x io m diameter and 1.2 m high. A depression in its centre may have
been caused by the recent construction of a circular enclosure built on top of the mound.
The enclosure is also fairly disturbed. The two standing stones are 1.25 m high,
approximately o.6 m wide and o.3 m deep. The name of the hill would suggest that two
further stones once existed here.
Site 22 (SMR 8367, centred NY 49101610, plan 10) Fourstones Hill. Three sides remain
of a sub-rectangular enclosure, the fourth, north-eastern side being formed by a scree
slope. It is situated on the south slope of Fourstones Hill. No entrance is visible in the
extant sides.
Site 23 (SMR 8368, centred NY 49951655, plan 11) Burnbanks. A small and ill-defined
isolated round cairn situated on a flat area of ground.
Site 24 (SMR 8323, centred NY 50241665, plan 11) Aika Hill. A length of bank 160 m
long and an L-shaped bank. The former is situated at the foot of a steeper area of
ground, and contains a V-shaped protrusion for which there is no apparent explanation.
The L-shaped bank may be the remains of a bield.
Site 25 (SMR 8325, centred NY 501163, plan 11) Burnbanks. Seven cairns — five round
and two long, three lengths of bank and the remains of a small rectangular structure.
Three of the cairns have diameters larger than average for clearance cairns; one is shown
on the OS 1:10,000 map (1977). This cairn is either a long cairn which has been robbed
in the centre or a ring cairn. The stones at the bottom of the hollow appear to be arranged
around a rectangular space, but this may be coincidental. The banks may be part of a
field system rather than large enclosures. The rectangular structure has substantial walls
which have tumbled inwards. The internal space is small and was divided into two parts.
Site 26 (SMR 8324, centred NY 50301640, plan u) Burnbanks. A series of banks of
varying lengths, a crescent shaped stone scatter and four possible round cairns. The
banks and two of the round cairns form a T-shaped pattern, and are likely to be the
remains of a field system. The other two cairns are both slightly larger than average
clearance cairns having diameters of 5.7 m and 6.7 m. That to the north is in good
condition. The stone scatter lies to the north of the field system. It may be the remains of
a former enclosure or structure which has tumbled inwards, rather than being a
deliberately constructed platform, as not all the stones are earthfast.
Site 27 (SMR 8328, centred NY 51571978, plan 27) Knipe Moor. Two building platforms
and three lengths of bank situated on the edge of the fell between the road and the river. A
cluster of buildings currently in use on the other side of the road indicates the suitability of
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this area for settlement. People living in the vicinity had no knowledge of what these
features were, although they gave the appearance of being disused fairly recently.
Site 28 (SMR 8329, centred NY 51641965, plan 27) Knipe Moor. Two irregular mounds
of building debris and a series of banks. One of the mounds was from a dry stone
building and was cut through by a later drainage channel; the other included slabs of
concrete and pipe. It was not possible to tell from the remains whether they stood at the
original site of the buildings. Three of the banks are adjacent to the road and may have
been created as a result of road construction. The other two banks have no immediately
obvious function.
Site 29 (SMR 833o, centred NY 520190, plan 15/20) Knipe Moor. A diffuse site
comprising a series of shallow gullies and banks, with a few scattered cairns to the north
and west. The nine round cairns and one long cairn may not be contemporary with the
banks and gullies. Some of the linear features are quite substantial and others are subtle,
being most visible in low light. The function of the gullies is unlikely to be for drainage
and some of them resemble hollow-ways. The track to the north which runs from the
enclosed land down towards the road suggests a possible relationship to the current
pattern of land use. However, the present position of gates and the lack of blocked
entrances shows that if this was the case there has been a long period of subsequent
disuse. Five other features run alongside the road to the east, suggesting that they
represent the line of the former track which pre-dates the road. The substantial bank and
ditch within the enclosed land to the south-east with its probable continuation to the
north on the unenclosed fell demonstrates a difference of survival apparently due to land
use, and may indicate the size and form of the features in their original state. The gullies
and banks probably represent former field boundaries and trackways which go back
beyond living memory. It is quite possible that they are medieval. This site also includes
a heap of building rubble, a quarry pit filled with building material, two other quarry
pits and possible upcast from these.
Site 3o (SMR 9086, centred NY 52591884, plan i5) Knipe Moor. A possible enclosure,
surviving as a bank and ditch. The ditch is round-bottomed with a slight external bank,
although later quarrying and use as a vehicle track have damaged it substantially.
Site 31 (SMR 8332, centred NY 52661963, plan 28) Knipe Scar. A curving length of
bank situated at the north end of the limestone pavement.
Site 32 (SMR 8 333, centred NY 52661950, plan 28) Knipe Scar. A round cairn or mound
situated in an area of limestone pavement.
Site 33 (SMR 8 334, centred NY 52681930, plan 21) Knipe Scar. A sub-rectangular
walled enclosure situated to the north of the main area of limestone pavement. There is
no clear evidence of an entrance in the enclosure.
Site 34 (SMR 8335, centred NY 53211892, plan 16) Knipe Scar Gate. An irregular
sub-circular bank, situated on the top of the scarp. The centre is free from stone and
slightly depressed.
Site 35 (SMR 9084, centred NY 52801876, plan 16) Knipe Scar. A long cairn, indistinct
due to vegetation, situated on the edge of the unenclosed fell.
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Site 36 (SMR 9085, centred NY 52711869, plan 15) Knipe Moor. Two limekilns in
advanced states of decay. One is constructed of limestone blocks and the other of bricks.
Site 37 (SMR 9083, centred NY 52481970, plan 28) High Knipe. Two cairns situated
just inside an area of ridge and furrow. The cairns are large in size, 9.6 m and 6 m in
diameter, although the former is sub-rectangular rather than sub-circular.
Site 38 (SMR 9082, centred NY 52251922, plan 20) Howgate Foot. A sub-triangular
`cairn' and the end wall of a building which is now incorporated into a field boundary.
The building is distinguished by quoins in the wall face, and by being slightly wider than
the wall to either side. The building styles are otherwise very similar.
Site 39 (SMR 8336, centred NY S46191, plan 23) Inscar/Outscar. A series of banks, five
round cairns and structural foundations. The banks enclose a large area and there is a
two part structure aligned along the west side which is likely to be contemporary. To the
north two banks run parallel for approximately 55 m. The banks stop at the current
north — south field boundary. The former field system may have related to it. Four of the
round cairns are situated in a roughly straight line along the contours. Two of these
contain one large stone around which others have been added. Only the stones at the
base are earthfast, and this, combined with their height and relative irregularity suggests
that they are the result of fairly recent land clearance. The fifth cairn is not in alignment
with the others and is larger in diameter (7.6 m) and in height (o.6 m) than the others. It
is marked `tumulus' on OS maps.
Site 4o (SMR 8338, centred NY 541199, plan 3o) Inscar. A trackway or ditch with banks
on either side. The feature is up to 1 m deep and surrounds a natural rise. There are trees
on top of the banks to the south.
Site 41 (SMR 8339, centred NY 53401957, plan 29) Inscar. Two rectilinear depressions
with round cairns between them. The depressions may be the result of shallow
quarrying. That to the east has a mound in the centre.
Site 42 (SMR 834o, centred NY 532192, plan 22/21) Inscar. Two lengths of bank, one
linear and running roughly parallel to the present field boundary. The other forms a
roughly 3-sided enclosure around an area of trees situated on a low mound. There is
evidence of quarrying on the mound.
Site 43 (SMR 8341, centred NY 537 1 93, plan 22) Inscar. A semi-circular wall partially
enclosing an area of woodland and a sub-rectangular enclosure defined by a V-shaped
ditch and a round cairn.
Site 44 (SMR 8342, centred NY 545 1 95, plan 30/3 i) Inscar. Three round cairns and two
lengths of wall, one of which degenerates into a grassy mound, with a piece of metal
piping embedded in the top. This does not necessarily indicate date. A drainage channel
runs into it at the south end.
Site 45 (SMR 8 343, centred NY 53619o, plan 22/17) Inscar. Three banks and a round
cairn. One of the banks continues the line of a present field boundary, the other two are
curvilinear. That to the east has a slight depression adjacent, possibly where the stone for
the enclosure was quarried.
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Site 46 (SMR 8347, centred NY 543194, plan 23) Inscar. A hollow-way clearly
distinguished to the west by a substantial bank which has a ditch to the west at the north
end. The east side is only visible to the south as a line of old established trees. The
modern fence now follows the line of the track.
Site 47 (SMR 9089, centred NY 53821958, plan 29) Inscar. A large cairn, 24 m in
diameter.
Site 48 (SMR 8345, centred NY 539190, plan 22/17) Outscar. A sub-rectangular feature
defined by a flat bottomed ditch, and four round cairns, three of which occur in a straight
line down the slope. The ditch has traces of upcast around the outer edges and no
evidence of stones. The area commands a good view on three sides.
Site 49 (SMR 8346, centred NY 54321884, plan 18) Outscar. An enclosure which may
have been defensive, and having a trackway approach from the south. The subrectangular tree covered mound within the enclosure is probably man-made, having only
a thin covering of soil through which small stones protrude. It is surrounded by up to
three banks and ditches/breaks of slope, which are very abraded in part and are best
preserved to the north. The site has the characteristics of a small hillfort.
Site 50 (SMR 8355, centred NY 53951859, plan 17) Knipescar Common. An ill-defined
bank, discontinuous to the north, with a possible building platform lying across it.
Site 51 (SMR 8356, centred NY 54121845, plan 14) Wilson Scar. Two banks, roughly
parallel, crossing a natural terrace, and a sub-rectangular enclosure having three sides of
limestone blocks, the fourth being formed by a natural crag. A gap in the north-west
corner may have been the position of the entrance.
Site 52 (SMR 8358, centred NY 54221825, plan 14) Scar Plantation. A short length of
curving bank and a large semi-circular V-shaped ditch, cut by the field wall and a wood
to the south. The ditch encloses a prominent point on the limestone scar, which may
have been a habitation site, although there is no evidence of internal features and the
limestone is close to the surface.
Site S3 (SMR 8357, centred NY 54041815, plan 14) Wilson Scar. A disused track
disappears into forested land to the south. At the north end the track turns through 90
degrees towards the enclosed land. There is no sign of a former gap in the field wall at
either end, indicating that the track pre-dates the current pattern of land use.
Site S4 (SMR 8354, centred NY 54261826, plan 14) Sweetholme Quarry. A large
enclosure containing a smaller two part enclosure which may represent the remains of a
farmstead. The northern limit of the site is destroyed by quarrying, still in progress.
Site 55 (SMR 8353, centred NY 540170, plan 13) Wilson Scar. A diffuse group of
features, treated as one site for convenience, comprising two lengths of bank and two
round cairns. The features are unlikely to be contemporary. The bank to the east
commencing at a limestone crag, is substantial, up to 3 m wide and approximately 43o m
long. That to the west is above the crag. The two cairns to the south-west have the
characteristics of `clearance cairns'.
Site 56 (SMR 9088, centred NY 5526518865, plan 19) Shapbeck Stone Circle. This stone
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circle, with three concentric rings was originally discovered during the course of the 1984
season of survey and is now published.'
Site 57 (SMR 8369, centred NY 55281859, plan 19) Shapbeck Plantation. A possible
long barrow, although it has the appearance of bedrock at the east end. Apparent
kerbing may be rock outcropping, although there are no similar outcrops elsewhere in
the vicinity. There has been some plough damage to the sides. Only excavation could
ascertain the true nature of this site.
Site 58 (SMR 8350, centred NY 50252065, plan 31) Setterah Sike. Five round cairns,
two long cairns, five lengths of bank and a lynchet, all interspersed, but forming no
identifiable pattern.
Site S9 (SMR 8352, centred NY 49952044, plan 31) Setterah Sike. Four round cairns and
two short lengths of low bank.
Site 6o (SMR 8351, centred NY 50302025, plan 31) Setterah Sike. Four round cairns, a
larger mound, a length of curvilinear bank and a rectangular structure. The mound is
sub-circular and irregular on the south side. The bank and the structure are situated
within a small area of enclosed fell.
Site 61 (SMR 8349, centred NY 50251980, plan 26) Setterah Sike. Five lengths of bank,
an irregular feature and two circular ditches. The lengths of bank are aligned down the
slope and appear to have been part of the same feature.
Site 62 (SMR 8348, centred NY 4955 1 95 0 , plan 25) Setterah Sike. A grass covered
mound, part of the north side of which has either slumped or been excavated away; and a
series of banks which appear to form one linear feature, cut by the road.
Site 63 (SMR 9087, centred NY 544190, not on plan) Outscar Kiln. A limekiln in a very
good state of repair which has probably been renovated recently.
Site 64 (SMR 8326, centred NY 56151085, plan I) Shap Blue Quarry. A field system
composed of forty-one round cairns, nine long cairns, a possible ring cairn, fifteen banks
or walls and four enclosures and/or hut circles. Hut circles to the north-east were not
surveyed since a survey had already been undertaken by British Gas, a version of which
has been published. 4 The hut-circles to the south were less well preserved and were
partially excavated in 1984 in advance of quarrying. 5 The linear features show traces of a
rectangular field system. The cairns occur in densely packed groups and although there
are cairn free areas, they do not seem to have any direct relationship to the field
boundaries. The two need not necessarily have been contemporary. The site has been
partially destroyed to the north by a plantation: banks which enter it become
increasingly disturbed and ultimately disappear. It is also possible that, to the south-east,
some of the site has been lost due to quarrying.
Site 65 (SMR 8327, centred NY 5745 11 30, plan 2) Hardendale Fell. A field system
comprising eighty-five round cairns, thirteen long cairns, a ring cairn, ten linear features
and a possible building platform. The cairns are grouped in four clusters, two of which
seem to be partially bounded by the linear features. The banks would appear to have
been field boundaries. Near the centre of the site is a very straight negative linear feature,
with fairly vertical sides and a flat bottom. The possible building platform is situated on
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the eastern limit of the site, and is sub-rectangular with a `path' of stones protruding to
the south-west. It has also been described as a `star-fish cairn'.6

Conclusions
Due to constraints of time and resources, this survey was not intended to be a
comprehensive study of the landscape between Shap and Askam Fells but concentrated
on the areas most likely to repay investigation. Some discussion of individual sites has
been incorporated into the site description. The sites surveyed cover a long period
ranging from small `clearance cairns', usually attributed to the Bronze Age in Cumbria,
through the medieval period, possibly represented by site 29 on Knipe Moor and site 54
at Sweetholme Quarry, to the recent past, as represented by the limekilns on Knipe
Moor (site 36) and Outscar (site 63).
A diversity of cairns has been found in the area. Whilst most are thought to be Bronze
Age on typological grounds, such as those at site 13, Shap Blue Quarry, those situated on
the edge of an area of ridge and furrow at site 37 (High Knipe) are, at their earliest,
medieval. Cairns of a size and shape normally assumed to be funerary, occur amongst
cairns normally assumed to be the result of field clearance (e.g. site 5, White Raise). This
has also recently been found to be the case on Stockdale Moor.' The larger cairns do not
seem consistently to have a prominent position.
The intensity of land use would suggest considerable pressure on the land. To the
north of Haweswater every available area of flat land has been utilised. A lower density of
sites at Ralfland Forest and Setterah Sike may only represent the visible remains of sites
in areas partially covered by peat. Similarly the notable occurrence of sites along the gills
in the Ralfland Forest area may be due to a less dense peat cover, although the proximity
of gills would greatly facilitate ease of access to features in the rolling fells as well as
providing a water supply. At the same time, sites in the area seem to avoid areas of
ground which are now boggy.
It is hoped that further survey work being undertaken in the uplands of Cumbria and
elsewhere in the north of England will increase understanding of such landscapes, and
further excavation, ideally on a larger scale than that undertaken at Shap Blue Quarry by
the author, will help to illuminate the picture further.
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